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We discuss the asymptotic structure of null infinity in five dimensional space-times.
Since it is known that the conformal infinity is not useful for odd higher dimen-
sions, we shall employ the coordinate based method such as the Bondi coordinate
first introduced in four dimensions. Then we will define the null infinity and iden-
tify the asymptotic symmetry. We will also derive the Bondi mass expression and
show its conservation law. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3429580�

I. INTRODUCTION

Inspired by superstring theory, fundamental studies of higher dimensional space-time is im-
portant. One issue is the asymptotic structure at null infinity. We often introduce the conformal
infinity to discuss the asymptotic structure at infinities in four dimensions.1,2 Therein the space-
time is compactified by conformal transformation and embedded into another space-time. For
example, Minkowski space-time is conformally embedded into the Einstein static universe. Con-
formally embedded space-time has two different infinities, i.e., spatial infinity and null infinity. In
higher dimensional space-times, the asymptotic structure at spatial infinity can be well-defined.
The asymptotic symmetry is identified with the Poincaré group and conserved quantities associ-
ated with the symmetry are constructed.3,4

On the other hand, the asymptotic structure at null infinity is not completely understood in
higher dimensional space-times.5–7 Indeed, the definition of null infinity is given only in even
dimensions.5,7 As seen later, the difficulty in defining null infinity as compared to spatial infinity
is due to the presence of the gravitational waves at null infinity. Since there are no gravitational
waves at spatial infinity, the asymptotic structure is “stationary,” and the total mass and total
angular momentum are conserved. On the other hand, the asymptotic structure at null infinity
might be disturbed by gravitational waves. Hence, we need a stable definition of null infinity
against gravitational waves. We can give such a definition in even dimensions if we use a confor-
mal embedding method. However, we cannot do this in odd dimensional space-times because we
cannot show the smoothness of the Einstein equations at null infinity. This nonsmoothness would
be related to the facts that in the conformal embedding method we introduce the conformal factor
��1 /r, and the behavior of gravitational waves near null infinity is on the order of O���d−2�/2� in
d dimensional space-times. The problem comes from the half-integer power of �. From this
smoothness only, however, we cannot show that the boundary conditions at null infinity for
asymptotic flatness in the papers5–7 are the marginal and weakest conditions that allow gravita-
tional waves at null infinity to exist. To find such marginal conditions, which the boundary
conditions should be so, we must solve the Einstein equations near null infinity and clarify the
freedom of gravitational waves.

In this paper, we define null infinity in five dimensional space-time. We do not use the
conformal embedding method, but instead we use the Bondi coordinate to define null infinity,
which was introduced first by Bondi and Sachs in four dimensions.8–11 The rest of this paper is
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organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the Bondi coordinate in five dimensions. In Sec. III,
we define the asymptotic flatness at null infinity in five dimensions and show the robustness of the
definition against gravitational waves by solving Einstein equations. In this section, we define the
Bondi mass and obtain the mass loss law in five dimensions. In Sec. IV, we discuss the asymptotic
symmetry at null infinity associated with the asymptotic flatness defined in Sec. III. We show that
there are no supertranslations in five dimensions unlike in four dimensions. Finally, in Sec. V, we
give a discussion and a summary.

II. BONDI COORDINATE IN FIVE DIMENSIONS

We consider five dimensional space-time. We introduce the Bondi coordinate to define
asymptotic flatness at null infinity. Suppose there is a function u�xa� that satisfies the equation

u,au,bgab = 0, �1�

where Latin indices run from 0 to 4 and u,a=�u /�xa. Then u=constant surfaces are null hyper-
surfaces, and we use this function u as retarded time to construct a coordinate system. Let �, �,
and � be angular coordinates, which are constant along gradient u. The periods of each of these
coordinates are taken to be �, 2�, and 2�, respectively. For convenience, we introduce the
notation �� ,� ,��=xA, where capital Latin indices run from 2 to 4. Now we define the function r
by the equation

r6 sin2 � cos2 � = det�gAB� . �2�

Using these coordinates �we call them the Bondi coordinates�

x0 = u, x1 = r, x2 = �, x3 = �, x4 = � , �3�

we can write down metrics as

ds2 = − �VeB/r2�du2 − 2eBdudr + r2hAB�dxA + UAdu��dxB + UBdu� , �4�

where

hAB = � eC1 sin � sinh D1 cos � sinh D2

sin � sinh D1 eC2 sin2 � sin � cos � sinh D3

cos � sinh D2 sin � cos � sinh D3 eC3 cos2 �
� . �5�

In the above, V, B, hAB, UA, C1, C2, C3, D1, D2, and D3 are functions of u, r, and xA. In this
coordinate, null infinity is represented by r→�.

From Eq. �2�, we have a relation between C1, C2, C3, D1, D2, and D3 as

eC3 =
1 + eC2 sinh2 D2 + eC1 sinh2 D3 − 2 sinh D1 sinh D2 sinh D3

eC1+C2 − sinh2 D1
. �6�

As we will realize later, these five independent functions C1, C2, D1, D2, and D3 correspond to the
degrees of freedom of gravitational waves in five dimensional space-times.

III. EINSTEIN EQUATION AT NULL INFINITY

As stated in Sec. I, the definition of null infinity should not be disturbed by gravitational
waves. The robustness of the null infinity definition implies that the boundary conditions imposed
on the metric �4� should be compatible with Einstein equations. Hence, in order to define
asymptotic structure at null infinity and show the robustness of this definition, we should specify
the proper boundary conditions by solving Einstein equations in the Bondi coordinate.
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A. Vacuum Einstein equations

Since equations are very complicated, we will not write down explicit forms here. We will
show the equations in a symbolic way in order to see only the essential structure of equations. See
Appendix A for some details of the equations which will be used.

From Rrr=0, we have

�B

�r
=

�C2

�r
, �7�

where C stands for C1, C2, D1, D2, and D3. From RrA=0,

�

�r
�r5�UA

�r
	 = r2�C + C2 + ¯� . �8�

The trace and traceless parts of RAB=0 imply that

�

�r
�r2e−BV� = ��C,UA� �9�

and

�2

�u � r
C = ��C,UA� , �10�

where � and � are some functions of C and UA.
Since we integrate the equations with respect to r in solving the evolution equations, some

integration functions f�u ,xA� appear. Constraint equations describe the evolution of such func-
tions.

In the Bondi coordinates, after integrating other equations, we can show that the equation
Rur=0 would be satisfied trivially.

The evolution equations Ruu=0 and RuA=0 have the following form:

�V

�u
= r3�C2 + C3 + ¯� + r2�C + C2 + ¯� �11�

and

r
�UA

�u
=

�C

�u
, �12�

respectively.
If C is given on the initial surface u=u0, we can determine the metric functions B, UA, and V

from Eqs. �7�–�9� except for integration functions. The evolution of C and integration functions are
described by Eqs. �10�–�12�.

As seen later, the functions C= �C1 ,C2 ,D1 ,D2 ,D3� will be identified with the freedom of
gravitational waves, and Eq. �11� will govern the evolution of their total mass. Thus, to obtain a
stable definition of null infinity, we should determine the asymptotic behavior of the function C.
Then, using Eqs. �7�–�9�, we can obtain the asymptotic behavior of B, UA, and V, and the robust-
ness against gravitational waves of these boundary conditions would be guaranteed by the evolu-
tion equations �11� and �12�.

B. Asymptotic behavior of gravitational fields

From now on, we will write down all equations explicitly. When function C corresponds to
gravitational waves, C behaves as �1 /r3/2 near null infinity. This can be seen from the solutions
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to the wave equation and/or the finiteness of the gravitational flux at null infinity. Therefore, we
assume the behavior of C1, C2, C3, D1, D2, and D3 near null infinity such that

C1�u,r,xA� =
C11�u,xA�

r3/2 + O�1/r2� , �13�

C2�u,r,xA� =
C21�u,xA�

r3/2 + O�1/r2� , �14�

C3�u,r,xA� =
C31�u,xA�

r3/2 + O�1/r2� , �15�

D1�u,r,xA� =
D11�u,xA�

r3/2 + O�1/r2� , �16�

D2�u,r,xA� =
D21�u,xA�

r3/2 + O�1/r2� , �17�

D3�u,r,xA� =
D31�u,xA�

r3/2 + O�1/r2� . �18�

As noted around Eq. �6�, C31 can be written as

C31 = − �C11 + C21� . �19�

Then, from Eq. �7�, we see that

B = B1/r3 + O�r−7/2� �20�

near null infinity, and we obtain a relation

B1 = −
�C11

2 + C11C21 + C21
2 + D11

2 + D21
2 + D31

2 �
8

. �21�

Furthermore, integrating Eq. �8�, we have the relations

U�1 =
2�C11 cot � − C21 cot � − 2C11 tan � − C21 tan � + C11,� + D11,� csc � + D21,� sec ��

5
,

�22�

U�1 sin � =
2�2D11 cot � − D11 tan � + D11,� + C21,� csc � + D31,� sec ��

5
, �23�

and

U�1 cos � =
2�D21 cot � − 2D21 tan � + D21,� + D31,� csc � − �C11,� + C21,��sec ��

5
, �24�

where UA1 is the coefficient of the expansion defined as
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UA =
UA1

r5/2 + O�1/r3� . �25�

Then, from Eq. �9�, we find

V = r2 + V1�u,xA�r1/2 − M�u,xA� + O�r−1/2� , �26�

where

V1 = −
2

3
� 1

sin � cos �
�U�1 sin � cos ��,� + U�1,� + U�1,�	 �27�

and M�u ,xA� is an integration constant.
In Eq. �10�, C11,u, C21,u, D11,u, D21,u, and D31,u do not appear and then this means that we can

fix them freely as initial conditions. This freedom corresponds to the degrees of freedom of
gravitational waves in five dimensions.

Finally, from Eq. �11�, we obtain the following formula:

�M�u,xA�
�u

= −
1

3
��C11,u�2 + C11,uC21,u + �C21,u�2 + �D11,u�2 + �D21,u�2 + �D31,u�2�

= −
1

3
��C11,u + C21,u/2�2 + 3�C21�2/4 + �D11,u�2 + �D21,u�2 + �D31,u�2� . �28�

Equation �28� represents mass loss rate by gravitational waves, and the total mass always de-
creases as in four dimensions. Then M�u ,xA� describes the mass in u=constant surfaces.

C. Boundary conditions

As shown in Sec. III B, in the presence of gravitational waves, asymptotic behaviors of metric
�4� in leading order should be

V = r2 + V1�u,xA�r1/2 − M�u,xA� + O�1/r1/2� , �29�

B =
B1�u,xA�

r3 + O�1/r7/2� , �30�

UA =
UA1�u,xA�

r5/2 + O�1/r3� , �31�

C =
C1�u,xA�

r3/2 + O�1/r2� . �32�

In four dimensions, boundary conditions at null infinity for asymptotic flatness are determined by
this leading behavior. As shown below, however, in dimensions higher than 4, further conditions
are needed for asymptotic flatness.

We consider asymptotic behavior in next-to-leading order terms. The function C can be ex-
panded as follows:

C =
C1�u,xA�

r3/2 +
A�u,xA�

r2 +
C2�u,xA�

r5/2 +
C3�u,xA�

r3 + O�1/r7/2� . �33�

The equation RAB=0, which describes the evolution of C, becomes
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A,u

r
+ O�r−3/2� = 0 �34�

and then we see that

�A

�u
= 0. �35�

At spatial infinity, asymptotic flatness requires that the Weyl tensor on spatial infinity behaves
like �r−5 in order for the Taub-NUT charge to vanish.4 This implies that A vanishes at spatial
infinity �u=−��. From Eq. �35�, A should vanish for asymptotic flatness at null infinity

A = 0. �36�

Then, from Eqs. �7�–�9�, we can show that other metric functions can be expanded as follows:

V = r2 + V1�u,xA�r1/2 − M�u,xA� + O�1/r1/2� , �37�

B =
B1�u,xA�

r3 +
B2�u,xA�

r4 +
B3�u,xA�

r9/2 + O�1/r5� , �38�

UA =
UA1�u,xA�

r5/2 +
UA2�u,xA�

r7/2 +
UA3�u,xA�

r4 + O�1/r9/2� . �39�

�The UA3 term corresponds to the angular momentum. This can be seen from the comparison with
the asymptotic behavior of Myers–Perry solutions.12� Thus, boundary conditions at null infinity for
asymptotic flatness are

C =
C1�u,xA�

r3/2 +
C2�u,xA�

r5/2 +
C3�u,xA�

r3 + O�1/r7/2� , �40�

and Eqs. �37�–�39�.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC SYMMETRY AT NULL INFINITY

In this section, we consider asymptotic symmetry at null infinity. Asymptotic symmetry
should be defined as transformations preserving the boundary conditions �37�–�40�. By infinitesi-
mal transformation 	, the metric is transformed as

�gab = 2��a�	�b�. �41�

To preserve the boundary conditions given in Sec. III, the variation of metric �gab should satisfy

�grr = 0, �grA = 0, gAB�gAB = 0, �42�

�guu = O�r−3/2�, �gur = O�r−3�, �guA = O�r−1/2�, �gAB = O�r1/2� . �43�

Here, as a first step, we will consider leading order terms.
From Eq. �42�, we see that the components of infinitesimal transformation 	 must take the

following forms:

	r = f�u,xA�eB, �44�

	BgAB = fA�u,xA� − fUA + 

r

�

dr�eBf ,BgAB, �45�
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	u = −
reB

3
�− 	A,B + 	C
AB

C + 	r
AB
r �gAB. �46�

The infinitesimal transformation 	 has four free parameters f , fA. f and fA corresponds to
translations and Lorentz transformation, respectively. The other components of metric variation
become

�guu =
2r

3
DAfA

,u +
2

3
�3f + D2f�,u +

2

r1/2hAB
�0� fA

,uUB1 + O�r−3/2� , �47�

�gur =
1

3
�DAfA + 3f ,u� +

1

5r5/2h�1�ABDADBf + O�r−3� , �48�

�guA = r2hAB
�0� fB

,u +
r

3
DA�3f ,u + DBfB� + r1/2hAB

�1� fB
,u +

1

3
DA�D2f + 3f� + O�r−1/2� , �49�

�gAB =
2r2

3
�− DCfChAB

�0� + 3D�A�f �B�� +
2r

3
�− D2fhAB

�0� + 3DADBf� + TAB�u,xA�r1/2 + O�r−1/2� ,

�50�

where X�AB�ª �1 /2��XAB+XBA� for some tensor XAB and TAB is some traceless tensor with respect
to hAB

�0�. In the above, we expanded the metric hAB as

hAB = hAB
�0� +

1

r3/2hAB
�1� + O�r−5/2� �51�

and h�1�AB=h�0�ACh�0�BDhCD
�1� . In the Bondi coordinate, hAB

�0� and hAB
�1� are

hAB
�0� = �1 0 0

0 sin2 � 0

0 0 cos2 �
� �52�

and

hAB
�1� = � C11 D11 sin � D21 cos �

D11 sin � C21 sin2 � D31 sin � cos �

D21 cos � D31 sin � cos � − �C11 + C21�cos2 �
� . �53�

Note that hAB
�1� is traceless, h�0�ABhAB

�1� =0.
To satisfy the condition �43�, we find that fA and f should satisfy the following equations:

fA
,u = 0, �54�

DAfB + DBfA = − 2
� f

�u
hAB

�0� , �55�

DADBf = 1
3D2fhAB

�0� . �56�

Integrating the trace part of Eq. �55� under the condition �54�, we obtain
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f = −
u

3
F + ��xA� , �57�

where FªDAfA and ��xA� is an arbitrary function of xA. Here, we can show from Eq. �55� that F
satisfies

DADBF = 1
3D2FhAB

�0� �58�

and

D2F + 3F = 0. �59�

See Appendix B for the derivation. The general solution to this is given by

F = Ex sin � cos � + Ey sin � sin � + Ez cos � cos � + Ew cos � sin � , �60�

where Ex, Ey, Ez, and Ew are constants. Then, from Eqs. �56� and �57�, we see that

DADB� = 1
3D2�hAB

�0� �61�

holds. The solution to this is

� = au + ax sin � cos � + ay sin � sin � + az cos � cos � + aw cos � sin � , �62�

where au, ax, ay, az, and aw are constants. As a summary, the general solution for f is given by

f = eu + ex�u�sin � cos � + ey�u�sin � sin � + ez�u�cos � cos � + ew�u�cos � sin � , �63�

where euªau is constant, ex�u�ª−�u /3�Ex+ax, ey�u�ª−�u /3�Ey +ay, ez�u�ª−�u /3�Ez+az, and
ew�u�ª−�u /3�Ew+aw. Now we can show that

DA�D2f + 3f� = 0, �u�D2f + 3f� = 0 �64�

hold. Using the above equations, at a glance, we see that Eq. �43� becomes

�guu = O�r−3/2� , �65�

�gur =
1

5r5/2h�1�ABDADBf + O�r−3� , �66�

�guA = O�r−1/2� , �67�

�gAB =
2r2

3
�− DCfChAB

�0� + 3D�A�f �B�� + TAB�u,xA�r1/2 + O�r−1/2� . �68�

h�1�ABDADBf in Eq. �66� vanishes because of DADBf �hAB
�0� and the trace-free property of h�1�AB.

Noting that the condition of �55� is rearranged as DAfB+DBfA= �2 /3�DCfChAB
�0�, we can show that

�gAB=O�r1/2�. As a consequence, the transformation satisfying the conditions of Eqs. �54�–�56�
does not disturb the boundary condition of Eqs. �37�–�40� at leading order. By a straightforward
calculation, it can be shown that these transformations keep the metric satisfying the boundary
conditions at next-to-leading order.

Thus, asymptotic symmetry is generated by f and fA satisfying Eqs. �54�–�56�. The part of f
not proportional to u generates a translation group. Since this part has only five degrees of
freedom, there is no supertranslation freedom unlike in four dimensions. �The fact that supertrans-
lation freedom does not exist in higher dimensions is first pointed out in Ref. 5 by using conformal
method in even dimensions. We show that in five dimensions using the Bondi coordinates.� fA
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generates a Lorentz transformation group, so asymptotic symmetry at null infinity in five dimen-
sional space-time is a Poincaré group, which is semidirect of a five dimensional transformation
group and Lorentz group.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we define asymptotic flatness at null infinity in five dimensional space-time by
using the Bondi coordinates. In the conformal embedding method, we cannot show the smooth-
ness of the asymptotic structure at null infinity because the gravitational waves behave like �3/2

�r−3/2 near null infinity and the regularity of gravitational fields at null infinity is not guaranteed,
in general, in five dimensions. On the other hand, in the Bondi coordinates, we can show the
robustness of the asymptotic structure at null infinity, which is defined by boundary conditions of
Eqs. �37�–�40�. Solving Einstein equations under these boundary conditions, we find that total
mass always decreases by gravitational waves as in four dimensions. In addition, we show that the
asymptotic symmetry at null infinity would be a Poincaré group in five dimensions.

In four dimensions, asymptotic symmetry at null infinity is not a Poincaré group. There are the
so-called supertranslation freedoms, i.e., there are infinite dimensional translations. This super-
translation freedom comes from the freedom of the Bondi coordinates. In the Bondi coordinates,
coordinate transformation is described by the parameters f and fA in Eqs. �44�–�46�, which cor-
respond to translation and Lorentz transformation, respectively. If fA=0 �pure translation�, we may
expect that f has only four independent solutions. In general, however, there are conditions that f
should be a functions on a 2-sphere and then f has functional freedom, i.e., infinite dimensional
degrees of freedom. This infinite dimensional set, which has an Abelian group structure, is called
a supertranslational group.

In four dimensional Minkowski space-time without any physical perturbations, the term O�r�
of �gAB should vanish, and this condition reduces infinite dimensional supertranslation to four
dimensional translation. In general, however, since gravitational waves contribute to gAB with O�r�
terms, which is the same order with metric variance, we cannot reduce supertranslation to trans-
lation. That is, we cannot distinguish the supertranslational ambiguity from gravitational waves.
Thus, the asymptotic symmetry at null infinity in four dimensions is not a Poincaré group.

On the other hand, as shown in this paper, in five dimensions, there is no supertranslational
freedom. This is because the behavior of gravitational waves in five dimensions is 1 /r3/2 and this
contributes to gAB with O�r1/2� terms. In asymptotically flat five dimensional space-time, the term
of O�r� in �gAB, which could be a contribution from the supertranslation, should vanish to main-
tain asymptotic flatness. This condition eliminates supertranslational freedom and makes the
asymptotic symmetry a Poincaré group. Although we have only shown this feature in five dimen-
sions, we expect that this feature would be common to the higher dimensional space-time, in
general, because gravitational waves in d4 dimensions decay 1 /r�d−2�/2 near null infinity faster
than supertranslation O�1 /r�.

In four dimensions, since there are supertranslations, we cannot choose the preferred rota-
tional axis. The definition of angular momentum at null infinity does not have a precise meaning.
Supertranslations and gravitational waves both contribute to angular momentum change, and we
cannot distinguish one from the other. However, since there is no supertranslation in five dimen-
sions, we can define the total angular momentum at null infinity and observe the change of the
total angular momentum by gravitational waves. Furthermore, as we show the robustness of null
infinity definition in five dimensions using the Bondi coordinates, it may be possible for us to
redefine asymptotic flatness at null infinity using a conformal embedding method covariantly. This
is left for future issue.

Another remaining issue is the extension of our work to dimensions higher than 7. Using the
Bondi coordinates, we have to go on step by step. It will be nice to have a systematic analysis for
that. This is also our future work.
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APPENDIX A: EINSTEIN EQUATION

We write the components of an Einstein equation explicitly in the expansion form with 1 /r. If
for example, we expand function C1�u ,r ,xA� such that

C1 =
C11�u,xA�

r�r
+

A�u,xA�
r2 + O�r−5/2� . �A1�

The Einstein equation R��=0 becomes

−
A,u

2r
+ O�r−3/2� = 0. �A2�

That is, �A�u ,xA� /�u=0. In Ref. 4, it was shown that from asymptotic flatness at spatial infinity,
A�u ,xA� �u=−�=0. From this fact and �A�u ,xA� /�u=0, we find that A�u ,xA�=0 on null infinity. We
can show in the same way that the O�r−2� term in C2, D1, D2, and D3 should also vanish.

Thus, function C is expanded as follows:

C1�u,r,xA� =
C11�u,xA�

r�r
+

C12�u,xA�
r2�r

+
C13�u,xA�

r3 + O�1/r7/2� , �A3�

C2�u,r,xA� =
C21�u,xA�

r�r
+

C22�u,xA�
r2�r

+
C23�u,xA�

r3 + O�1/r7/2� , �A4�

D1�u,r,xA� =
D11�u,xA�

r�r
+

D12�u,xA�
r2�r

+
D13�u,xA�

r3 + O�1/r7/2� , �A5�

D2�u,r,xA� =
D21�u,xA�

r�r
+

D22�u,xA�
r2�r

+
D23�u,xA�

r3 + O�1/r7/2� , �A6�

D3�u,r,xA� =
D31�u,xA�

r�r
+

D32�u,xA�
r2�r

+
D33�u,xA�

r3 + O�1/r7/2� . �A7�

Then we find from the Einstein equation that the other metric function in �4� should be expanded
as follows:

V = r2 + V1�u,xA��r + M�u,xA� + O�1/r1/2� , �A8�

B =
B1�u,xA�

r3 +
B2�u,xA�

r4 + O�1/r9/2� , �A9�
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UA =
UA1�u,xA�

r5/2 +
UA2�u,xA�

r7/2 +
UA3�u,xA�

r4 + O�1/r9/2� . �A10�

Now we can write down each component of the Einstein equation as follows.
Rrr=0:

−
9

8r5 �8B1 + C11
2 + C11C21 + C21

2 + D11
2 + D21

2 + D31
2 � −

3

8r6 �32B2 + 10C11C12 + 5C12C21 + 5C11C22

+ 10C21C22 + 10D11D12 + 10D21D22 + 10D31D32� + O�r−13/2� = 0. �A11�

Rr�=0:

−
3

8r5/2 �2C11 cot � − 2C21 cot � − 4C11 tan � − 2C21 tan � − 5U�1 + 2D21,� sec � + 2D11,� csc �

+ 2C11,�� +
1

8r7/2 �− 10C12 cot � + 10C22 cot � + 20C12 tan � + 10C22 tan � + 7U�2

− 10D22,� sec � − 10D12,� csc � − 10C12,�� + O�r−4� = 0. �A12�

Rr�=0:

−
3

8r5/2 �4D11 cos � − 2D11 sin � tan � − 5U�1 sin2 � + 2D31,� tan � + 2C21,� + 2D11,� sin ��

+
1

8r7/2 �− 20D12 cos � + 10D12 sin � tan � + 7U�2 sin2 � − 10D12,� sin � − 10C22,�

− 10D32,� tan �� + O�r−4� = 0. �A13�

Rr�=0:

3

8r5/2 �− 2D21 cot � cos � + 4D21 sin � + 5U�1 cos2 � + 2C11,� + 2C21,� − 2D31,� cot �

− 2D21,� cos �� +
1

8r7/2 �− 10D22 cos � cot � + 20D22 sin � + 7U�2 cos2 � + 10C12,� + 10C22,�

− 10D32,� cot � − 10D22,� cos �� + O�r−9/2� = 0. �A14�

R��=0:

1

8r3/2 �− 13C11 − 8U�1 cot � + 8U�1 tan � − 4V1 − 8D21,� sec � tan � − 8U�1,� − 8U�1,�

− 4C11,�� csc2 � − 4C11,�� sec2 � + 8D11,� cot � csc � + 4C11,� cot � − 12C11,� tan �

− 8C21,� tan � − 12U�1,� + 8D21,�� sec � + 8D11,�� csc � + 4C11,�� − 8C21,� cot � − 8C12,u�

+
3

2r2 �C13,u − D11D11,u − D21D21,u� + O�r−5/2� = 0. �A15�

R��=0:
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1

8r3/2 �3D11 sin � − 4D31,� − 4D31,� tan2 � − 4D11,�� sec � tan � − 4C11,� cot � − 8C11,� tan �

− 4C21,� cot � − 4C21,� tan � − 2U�1,� + 4D21,�� sec � − 2U�1,� sin2 � + 4D31,�� tan �

+ 4C11,�� + 4C21,�� − 8D12,u sin �� +
3 sin �

4r2 �D11C11,u + D11C21,u + C11D11,u + C21D11,u

− 2D13,u + D31D21,u + D21D31,u� + O�r−5/2� = 0. �A16�

R��=0:

1

8r3/2 �3D21 cos � + 4C11,� cot � − 4C21,� cot � − 4C21,� tan � − 2U�1,� + 4D31,� + 4D31,� cot2 �

+ 4D11,�� csc � − 4D21,�� cot � csc � − 2U�1,� cos2 � − 4C21,�� + 4D31,�� cot �

− 8D22,u cos �� +
3 cos �

4r2 �D21C21,u − D31D11,u + C21D21,u + D23,u − D11D31,u� + O�r−5/2� = 0.

�A17�

R��=0:

1

8r3/2 �− 16C11 sin2 � + 3C21 sin2 � − 12U�1 cos � sin � + 8U�1 sin2 � tan � − 4V1 sin2 �

+ 8D21,� sin � − 8U�1,� sin2 � − 4C21,�� tan2 � + 8D11,� cos � − 8D11,� sin � tan �

− 12U�1,� sin2 � + 8D31,�� tan � + 4C21,�� + 8C11,� cos � sin � − 4C21,� cos � sin �

+ 4C21,� sin2 � tan � − 8U�1,� sin2 � + 8D11,�� sin � − 4C21,�� sin2 � − 8C22,u sin2 ��

−
3 sin2 �

2r2 �C23,u − D11D11,u − D31D31,u� + O�r−5/2� = 0. �A18�

R��=0:

1

8r3/2 �4D31 cos2 � cot � + 11D31 cos � sin � + 4D31 sin2 � tan � + 8D11,� cos � + 4D11,� sin � tan �

− 2U�1,� sin2 � − 4D21,� cos � cot � − 8D21,� sin � − 2U�1,� cos2 � − 4C11,�� − 4D31,� cos2 �

+ 4D31,� sin2 � + 4D11,�� sin � + 4D21,�� cos � − D31,�� cos � sin � − 8D32,u cos � sin ��

−
3 cos � sin �

4r2 �D31C11,u − D21D11,u − D11D21,u + C11D31,u + D33,u� + O�r−5/2� = 0. �A19�

R��=0:

1

8r3/2 �− 19C11 cos2 � − 3C21 cos2 � − 8U�1 cos2 � cot � − 4V1 cos2 � + 12U�1 cos � sin �

+ 8D21,� cos � cot � − 8D21,� sin � − 12U�1,� cos2 � − 4C11,�� − 4C21,�� − 8D11,� cos �

− 8U�1,� cos2 � + 8D31,�� cot � + 4C11,�� cot2 � + 4C21,�� cot2 � + 4C11,� cos2 � cot �

− 12C11,� cos � sin � + 4C21,� cos2 � cot � − 4C21,� cos � sin � − 8U�1,� cos2 �

+ 8D21,�� cos � + 8C11,�� cos2 � + 8�C12,u + C22,u�cos2 �� +
3 cos2 �

2r2 �C13,u + C23,u − 2D11D11,u
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− D21D21,u − D31D31,u� + O�r−5/2� = 0. �A20�

Ruu=0:

1

2r5/2 �3V1,u + 2�cot � − tan ��U�1,u + 2U�1,u� + 2U�1,u� + 2U�1,u�� −
1

2r3 �3M ,u − �C11,u�2

− C11,uC21,u − �C21,u�2 − �D11,u�2 − �D21,u�2 − �D31,u�2� + O�r−7/2� = 0. �A21�

Ru�=0:

−
1

4r3/2 �2C11,u cot � − 4C11,u tan � + 2C21,u cot � − 2C21,u tan � − 5U�1,u + D21,u� sec �D11,u� csc �

+ 2C11,u�� +
1

8r5/2 �− U�1 − 8U�1,� tan � − 4U�1,�� sec2 � + 8U�1,� cot � − 4U�1,�� csc2 �

− 2V1,� + 4U�1,�� + 4U�1,�� + 4C12,u cot � − 8C12,u tan � − 4C22,u cot � − 4C22,u tan �

− 14U�2,u + 4D22,u sec � + 4D12,u csc � + 4C12,u� + O�r−4� = 0. �A22�

Ru�=0:

1

r3/2 �4D11,u cos � − 2D11,u sin � tan � − 5U�1,u sin2 � + 2D31,u� tan � + 2C21,u� + 2D11,u� sin ��

+
1

8r5/2 �15U�1,�� sin2 � − 4U�1,�� tan2 � − 4U�1,� cot � − 4U�1,� tan � − 2V1,� + 4U�1,��

− 12U�1,� cos � sin � + 4U�3,� sin2 � tan � + 4U�1,�� − 4U�3,�� sin2 � + D12,u� sin �

− 4D12,u sin � tan � − 14U�2,u sin2 � + 4D32,u� tan � + 4C22,u� + 4D12,u� sin �� + O�r−3� = 0.

�A23�

Ru�=0:

1

4r3/2 �2D21,u cos � cot � − 4D21,u sin � − 5U�1,u cos2 � − 2C11,u� − 2C21,u� + 2D31,u� cot �

+ 2D21,u� cos �� +
1

8r5/2 �15U�1 cos2 � + 4U�1,� cot � + 4U�1,� tan � − 2V1,� + 4U�3,��

− 4U�1,�� cot2 � − 4U�1,� cos2 � cot � + 12U�1,� cos � sin � + 4U�1,�� − 8D22,u sin �

− 14U�2,u cos2 � − 4C12,u� − 4C22,u� + 4D32,u� cot � + 4D22,u� cos �� + O�r−3� = 0.

�A24�

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION FOR EQUATIONS „58… and „59…

Here we sketch the derivation for Eqs. �58� and �59�. We begin with

DBDAF = DBDADCfC = DB�DCDAfC − �3�RACfC� = − DBDCDCfA − 2DADB�uf − 2DBfA,

�B1�

where �3�RAB is the Ricci tensor with respect to hAB
�0�. In the second and last line, we used the

definition of Riemann tensor and Eq. �55�, respectively. We also used the fact that that Riemann
tensor with respect to hAB

�0� is �3�RABCD=hAC
�0�hBD

�0� −hAD
�0� hBC

�0� . Using the definition of Riemann tensor
twice, the first term in the last line of the right-hand side becomes
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DBDCDCfA = DCDBDCfA − 2DBfA + hAB
�0�DCfC − DAfB = D2DBfA + 2hAB

�0�DCfC − 2�DAfB + DBfA� .

�B2�

Substituting this into Eq. �B1� and using the symmetry of indices A and B, we have

DBDAF = 1
2 �− D2�DAfB + DBfA� − 4hAB

�0�F + 2�DAfB + DBfA� − 4DADB�uf� . �B3�

Then, using Eq. �55� and f ,u=−�1 /3�F, we obtain

DBDAF = − 1
3hAB

�0�D2F − 4
3hAB

�0�F + 2
3DADBF . �B4�

The trace part implies that

D2F + 3F = 0. �B5�

Using this, Eq. �B4� becomes

DADBF = 1
3D2FhAB

�0� . �B6�
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